Concept Engineer / Sales Engineer
Do you get challenged by a discussion on the basis of your technical knowledge, with a commercial
perspective and with the right positive team spirit? If this is the case, use this to translate our
customer's request to one of our high-tech robotics solutions.

This will be your job
As a Concept Engineer you will translate the customer's request into a solution, carefully weighing the
total scope including potential risks. Look at product- and location-details, special wishes and technical
specifications that the customer prescribes. You are the basis of the design of our machines and you
get the opportunity to participate in the most exciting, innovative projects worldwide.
You will become an important part of PWR and team member of a team with 5 skilled colleagues in
the Concept Engineering department, each with their own discipline. As a sparring partner for the
sales department, we provide solutions in the technical and financial-technical field, for both customers
and the sales department itself. In addition, we ensure a smooth transfer from sales to the rest of the
organization, so that the machinery will eventually be built in our assembly hall.

Success is yours by








Constructive collaboration and consultation with all kinds of disciplines;
Reading and interpreting customer specifications;
Creating layout drawings;
Calculating the machines;
Building relationships with OEM companies;
Handover to and collaboration with the mechanical engineering department;
Visit customers with our sales managers (worldwide) and visit OEMs.

Who wouldn't want to be at the beginning of the design of our dynamic high-tech machines? Plenty of
challenge and variety!

What we ask of you





Technical hbo education in mechanical engineering or industrial automation;
2 to 3 years of work experience with project and / or sales engineering in industrial
automation;
Knowledge of current software programs Autocad and Solidworks
(and the willingness to learn it);
Speaks and writes Dutch and English fluently.

What does PWR offer you






Working at a technically advanced organization where innovation plays an important role. Who
doesn't want that?
join #TeamPWR; good atmosphere, great colleagues and various annual and seasonal
activities;
Excellent compensation for staying abroad;
Full time employment (40 hours pw) and of course an appropriate salary and fringe benefits
(25 vacations and 13 ADV days);
Plenty of attention for development, training and personal vitality (sports budget).

Convinced we will be a good match?
Now it is up to you! If you want to know more, please contact Rosemarie Tekampe, HR Manager. If
you want to apply directly, send an e-mail with a short motivation and CV to recruitment@pwrpack.com.
See you soon!

About us
PWR is the specialist for custom-made automated robotic packaging solutions in the Food industry.
We are specialized in high speed packaging of products with Delta robots. Our products are premium
technical solutions of which we master the technology which we constantly develop.
We understand our customers’ needs by engaging with them throughout the entire process. With the
latest up to date technology we ensure the highest running efficiencies, minimal down time, low cost of
ownership and the best price to value ratio in the industry. A good relationship with our customers is a
vital part of our company.
PWR operates globally with our head office located in Ede, central in the Netherlands.
Please check our website for more information www.pwrpack.com

Ps. With this vacancy we like to recruit our new colleague. Acquisition following this job opening is not
appreciated.
We treat every application confidential and will handle your details likewise. Without your permission
we will never share your personal details with third parties. We only use your data to process your
application and match you with one or more vacancies. We will save you your data until 4 weeks after
ending the application process. Only with your permission we will save your data until 12 months after
ending the procedure. You can contact PWR at any time with a request to remove your data or
withdraw your permission.

